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Sir Király Csaba Ph.D.
Ordo Hungariae Nagymestere
részére 2014. szeptember 9.

Tisztelt Nagymester úr!

A  Jeruzsálemi  Szent  János  Szuverén  Máltai  Lovagrend  Autonóm  Perjelségek 
Szövetsége  (KMFAP)  Nagymestere,  H.M.E.H.  Prince  José nevében  és  teljes 
egyetértésével  – figyelembe véve az Ordo Hungariae  (Magyar  Rend) utóbbi  időben 
bekövetkezett  politikai  jobbratolódását,  az  egyre  gyakoribb  antiszemita  és  más 
kisebbségekkel  szembeni  negatív  megnyilvánulásait,  a  tolerancia  egyre  nagyobb 
hiányát,  továbbá  a  napi  gyakorlatban  tapasztalt  rosszindulatú  áskálódások, 
mesterségesen gerjesztett konfliktusok, és az együttműködés helyét felváltó érthetetlen 
rivalizálás miatt – úgy döntöttünk, hogy eljött az idő az Ordo Hungariae Rend KMFAP 
szövetségen belüli „Társult Tagság” viszonyának mai naptól való megszüntetésére.

Az Ordo Hungariae jelenlegi politikája és működése nem egyeztethető össze a KMFAP 
Alkotmányában lefektetett elvekkel.
Kérem döntésünk szíves tudomásulvételét!

Egyúttal lemondok az Ordo Hungariae Tiszteletbeli Nagykancellári címemről.

Mellékelem  H.M.E.H. Prince  José Nagymester  úr a döntéssel kapcsolatban nekem  írt 
levelét.

Sok sikert kívánok az Ordo Hungariae Rend további fejlődéséhez.

Popper György, GCKC
Lieutenant General
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From: "HEH Jose, P" <magisterial.house@kmfap.net>
To: Prime Minister HG Sir George Popper <prime.minister@kmfap.net>
Subject: Ordo Hungariae

Dear George,

In fact you have told me before about the most regrettable positions that Csaba Király has been taking 
lately.  

When I say regrettable it is because, as a good Christian, I have in mind and I do not forget the period 
when I have first met Csaba Király and he was at the time in a very difficult and fragile economic  
situation. 

As a good Christian I still remember that at the time he was already a right wing man, but he was  
respectful to all and I remember also that a good and noble Jew – named George Popper – helped him 
as much as he could, and I remember how nice to him was a Gipsy called Zoltán Mága…  in fact racism 
and anti-Semitism only exists when one feels above the others (although racism takes one much below 
the others), but it does not exist when one extreme right militant is in need…

As a good Christian I also remember the way how an honourable Jew – true friend of Csaba – named 
George Popper helped him to re-create, organize, and give life and credibility to Ordo Hungariae, and 
that if this Order exists today is thanks to that remarkable Jew named George Popper and not to an 
extreme right militant named Csaba Király.

As a good Christian I do remember the fact that a Jew, named Popper, opened the doors of his house to 
a certain Csaba, not to receive him as a guest but a friend, and gave him the bed of his son to sleep in.
 
As a good Christian I remember that Saint Pope John XXIII reset Catholic-Jewish relations in the 1960s,  
seeking to reconcile the grievances of the past, in which Catholics had treated Jews, less like beloved  
brothers and more like strangers — or worse, as enemies. As a good Christian I also remember  that the 
Catholic Church approved that outreach in 1965 at the Second Vatican Council with the document 
Nostra  Aetate,  and  I  also  remember  that  Popes  Paul  VI,  Saint  John Paul  II  and Benedict  XVI  all  
continued efforts to deepen those relations.

As a good Christian I also remember that Pope Francis also proclaimed “a Christian cannot be anti-
Semitic,” emphasizing how much Jews and Catholics have a “common root” and share much as a 
consequence.
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This is only a small part of what I remember, and, as a good Christian I try not to forget, and I say as a  
good Christian because I never forget that all the persecutions and killings inflicted in the past, as well  
in  the  present,  to  the  Christians  have been done by extremist  people  (from Emperor  Nero to  the 
Inquisition, from Stalin to the new Arab terrorists). 

As a good Christian I can not forget ingratitude and intolerance, but I can not forgive it also, because 
only God can forgive, not me…

I always told you that there is only one thing that I am intolerant about: it is Intolerance.  
I have always told you that there is only one thing that I am fundamentalist about: it is about Human  
rights and Human Freedom.  

As a good Christian I did not change….. and for this reason I see no reason or motive for having an 
extreme right Order as a member of the Federation (KMFAP), since they represent all that we refuse, 
but I strongly recommend that Csaba Király and "his" Ordo Hungariae try to join the SMOM instead (if 
they accept them…).

The day we forget our principles we will stop existing as a Sovereign Order and we will be nothing but 
a bunch of scum, and that I REFUSE.

I also refuse to meet Csaba Király, for two reasons:

1- To receive him as Grand Master would be to give to him a consideration and a recognition that he  
never had nor deserves, and to bring him to my level, or it would be for me to descend to his level. To  
bring him to my level I refuse, because I have never promoted anybody who does not have the merit 
for a promotion, and to descend to his level I refuse because I was elected by my fellow Knights to stay  
in my position and to defend it and our principles.

2-  To receive Csaba Király to discuss with him relations between KMFAP and OH would be silly 
because those relations are now and have always been discussed and agreed between Csaba and YOU 
in your capacity as Lieutenant General, and Grand Prior of the Hungarian Langue. For me to interfere 
now, would be to offend your capability and your true skills to do your job in YOUR jurisdiction. I  
respect and admire you too much, to even consider doing that, therefore a meeting is out of question.

I think I was clear and you can, if you want, forward this email to Csaba.

Regards

His Eminent Highness Jose, Prince
Grand Master and Head of the State
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